The viscous splitting for the exterior initial-boundary value problems of the Navier-Stokes equations is considered. It is proved that the approximate solutions are uniformly bounded in the space L°°(0, T; Hs+ (£2)), s < j , and converge with a rate of 0(k) in the space L°°(0, T; H (ß)), where k is the length of the time steps.
Introduction
Let Q be a domain in the space R . An initial-boundary value problem of the Navier-Stokes equation is given as Beale and Majda [4] proved the convergence of a viscous splitting scheme for the initial value problem, where equation (1.1) was split in each time step into an Euler equation and a linear Stokes equation. This scheme was related to the vortex method [6] , a numerical approach for high Reynold's number flow. Therefore, it is interesting to consider not only pure initial value problems, but also initial-boundary value problems. It is known that there is a boundary layer near the boundary, and that vortices are created and turbulence may develop. From the point of view of numerical analysis, the boundary condition for the Euler equation is different from that of the Navier-Stokes equation; the changing of the boundary condition in each time step creates singularities of the approximate solutions.
Alessandrini, Douglis, and Fabes considered the viscous splitting of the initial-boundary value problem in bounded domains [3] , where the solutions of the Euler equation were replaced by polynomials. Convergence was proved, but it is not known whether this scheme is numerically realizable. Benfatto and Pulvirenti proved the convergence of a scheme for the initial-boundary value problem in the half plane [5] . A distribution vortex sheet, whose support is just the boundary, was inserted as in the vortex method, and a Neumann condition for the vorticity was introduced to replace the velocity boundary condition. The combination of those two steps generated an approximate no-slip condition at the boundary.
The author of this paper considered this problem in bounded domains [13] - [17] ; a correction step was applied to maintain the no-slip condition too, but this operator was bounded in H , s > 0, the velocity boundary condition for the diffusion step was exact, and a nonhomogeneous term was added to the Stokes equation to neutralize the error of the above correction step. Convergence was proved. Numerical results have been obtained which will appear in a separate paper.
The purpose of this paper is to study this problem for unbounded domains. For simplicity we assume that the boundary 9Í¿ of Q is sufficiently smooth, simply closed, and Q is its exterior. We also assume that flows tend to zero at infinity. The problem of the physically interesting case of flows having uniform velocity at infinity is still open. A simplification of the proof would suffice for the bounded case.
We now briefly summarize our main results. Denote by x = (xx, x2) or y = (yx,y2) a point in R2. The usual notations HS(Q) and Wm'p(Q.) for Sobolev spaces, and || • \\s and || • ||m for norms, are used throughout this paper. For the problems (1.1 )-( 1.4), we assume that V-w0 = 0, u0e (H0(Q)) n (H3(Q))2, f e L°°(0, T; (h\Q))2) n Wl,co(0, T; (/f'(Q))2), and the solution w€L°°(0, T; (/74(n))2)nH/1'oo(0, T; (HV2(Çl))2), where T is a positive constant.
We construct a projection operator O: {u e (H\Çl))2 ;V-u = 0,(u-n,l)m = 0}^{ue (H^Q))2 ; V • u = 0} , such that
where n is the unit outward normal vector, (•, •)on is the inner product of L (dSl), and C is a constant depending on s . We will give an example of 6 in §2.
The following scheme is considered: We divide the interval [0, T] into equal subintervals with length k. Then we construct ùk(t), pk(t), uk(t), pk(t) on each interval [ik , (i+1 )k), / = 0, 1, ... , according to the following procedure.
In the first step, we solve the following problem on the interval [ik, (i+l)k): (1.6) dJ± + (ük.V)ük + lVPk=f,
where uk(-0) = u0 .
In the second step-the projection-we construct Qvtk((i + l)k -0).
In the third step, we solve the following problem on the interval [ik, (i+l)k) :
(1.10) ^ + hpk = vAuk + j(I-e)uk((i+l)k-0),
where / is the identity operator. In these formulas the spacial variable x is suppressed for simplicity. Our main result is the following:
Theorem.//« is the solution ofproblem (1.1)-(1.4), ük , uk the solutions of problems (1.6)-(1.13), and if 0 < s < \, then there is a constant k0 > 0 such that (1.14) sup (\\uk(t)\\s+x , \\ük(t)\\s+x) < M, 0<t<T (1.15) sup (||«(0 -uk(t)\\x, \\u(t) -ük(t)\\x) < M'k 0<t<T for 0 < k < k0, where the constants k0, M, M1 depend only on the domain Q, the constants v , s, T, the operator 0, the functions f, uQ, and the solution u o/(l.l)-(1.4).
The existence and uniqueness of the solution uk is known [9, Chapter 4, Theorem 1 and §2], and using an argument similar to [12] , we can get the existence and uniqueness of ük ; the regularity of uk , ùk is also obtained. Although the existence in [12] is merely local, we will show that the step length is independent of i.
Preliminaries
In this paper we always denote by C a generic constant which depends only on the domain Q, the operator 6, and the constants v, s, T ; by C0 a generic constant which depends only on the domain Q., the operator 6, the constants v , s , T, the known functions /, u0, and the solution u of (1. Let Dm be a differential operator of mth order, m > 0, Dm = dm/dx\dx2 , i + j = m . We assume that co e E (Q) n Hm(Q.) ; then by the regularity of the solutions of elliptic equations [2] , we have for the solution cp of (2.2) that cp e /C+2(ß). From (2.2) we get (VAç», VADmdiy/) = (ta, Dmdiy/) V^ e C™(£1).
Integrating by parts, we obtain (2.4) (VADmditp,VAy/) = -(Dmco, d,y/).
We first assume co e C^°(Q); then cp is the solution of the Laplace equation near infinity. From the expansion of cp at infinity it is easy to see that VADmdtcp e L2(ÇÏ), hence (2.4) also holds for yi e El0(Q Let co = -VA« ; then -Acp -co, and iV<P,Vv)a,-(^,v)aa = (co,v)n,.
Adding up these relations and noting the boundary condition, we have
We take another test function vx e H0 (Q1) ; then we have ip e H (Q1), i//\r -0, and (2.8) (V^,V«,) = 0 Vu.eT/^fl').
(2.7), (2.8) is the desired weak formulation. Finally, we list the definitions and some properties of the Helmholtz operator P and Stokes operator A. It is known that (L2(Q))2 = X © G, where X = closure in (L2(f2))2 of {u e (C0°°(fi))2; V-u = 0} and G = {Vp; p e EX(Q)). We have [7] (2.13) \\Aae~'A\\<Ct~a, a>0, t>0, (2.14) C_1||m|L < \\Aau\L < C\\u\L V« e D(Aa), a > 0.
And if 0 < s < ±, u e X n (HS(Q))2, then u e D(As/2) ; if 1 < s < \, ueD(A)n(Hs+l(Q))2 .then u e D(A{s+l)/2) [15] .
SOLUTIONS OF THE STOKES EQUATION
In this section we consider problems (2.11), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) and give some estimates. It is assumed that all functions appearing below belong to L (Q). Proof. We apply the operator -VA to equation (2.11) and obtain
The stream function ip is the solution of (2.1). Thus, the weak formulation is: find co e E (Q) and y/ e E0(Q) such that
We take x e ElQ(Q) ; then by (3.4) and (3. Proof. We estimate the terms of (2.12). According to the statement at the end of §2, u0eD(A(s+])/2). By (2.13), (2.14), ll^'</,-/)"olUi < C\\A{s+1)/2e-vtAevtuQ\\Q = C\\e-"tAA(s+l)'2evtu0\\Q < C||¿(,+I,/V"«0||0 < C||ewu0||i+1 < C||«0||J+1.
Take a positive constant r such that s -I < r < Í; then Pf(x) e D(Ar/2) Vt e [0, T], and
Now we apply scheme (1.6)-(1.13) to problem (2.11), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4).
Equation ( Applying the operator P to (3.8), we obtain dük/dt = Pf, thus
Jik By induction and (2.12), it can be proved that 97 ,,,.
-vt(A-l) , v^ -v(t-ik)(A uk(t) = e u0 + 2^e
where [ ] denotes the integral part of a number.
ii«fcak-o)m,<c(n«0ii;+i+ sup 11/(1)11,).
Proof. We estimate the second term of (3.10); the estimate of other terms is similar. Let r be a positive constant such that s -1 < r < j ; then 
We estimate the terms in (3.12). With regard to the first term, The existence and uniqueness theorem has been proved by several authors. We apply the result of [12] here. Although only bounded domains were considered in [12] , a slight modification of the proof will yield the result for unbounded domains. In brief, if u0 6 (Hm(Q))2, feLl(0, T; (Hm(Q))2), m > 3, then the local solution «eL°°(0, T; (Hm(Q))2). We take t > 0 such that t < I/{CM + C) ; then CMt < 1 and Ct < 1 . (4. Now, u is assumed to be an arbitrary vector function which belongs to L°°(0, T; (W2'°°(Q))2), and with u{-, t) e X, uQ e (Hl(Q))2 n X we let co be the solution of (4.11) -+ u-Vco = -VAf = F, co\t=0 = -VAu0 = co0.
We denote by Ç(y, t; x) the characteristic which satisfies -t(y, t;x) = u(t;(y,t;x),t), ¿!(y, x; x) = y.
Let >p e EQ(Q) be the stream function corresponding to uQ , and V(y) = V(Z(y,0;t)), d = -AV.
Then we have the following lemma. We take a constant q, 1 < q < s. Then using the imbedding theorem Proof. We denote by C4 a generic constant which possesses the above property.
By (5.5) and (1.6),
On subtracting the two equations, we obtain
Jik ik where 6 = -AV, *¥(y) = ip(£(y, ik ; (i + l)k)), and ip is the stream function corresponding to (ù* -ük)(ik).
We estimate the integrand. By (5.6), ||m • V(co* -co)\\0 < CA\\u -u\\2 < C4k.
Let p = 2/(2 -s) and q = 2/(5 -1) ; then
Using the imbedding theorem and (5.6), IKII., P< ll"-û*llo.? ^ cll"-"Jli < C0(\\u -ük\\x+k).
<\\ük\\i.P\\u-ük\\o,qKlli,^cIKIL. Proof. We denote by C6 a generic constant which possesses the above property. Taking the inner product of (5.8) with co* -cok and noting that (u ■ V(co* -cok), co* -cok) = 0, we obtain
By (5.10), the right-hand side is bounded by
-fi\\u -uk\\x+k ) + ^\\co -cok\\0.
By (5.12), (5.14) we get 5^p*-fl*ii;<5(ii^iio+ii»*-**iiî) <C6(\\ü*-ük\\2x+k2) + \\\ü*-ük\\20. Using the triangle inequality,
hence, by Lemma 9,
Taking the square of both sides of the above inequality and applying (5.23) again, we get Using the initial condition (1.9),
Therefore, by induction,
Applying (5.23), (5.24), (5.26), and (5.6), we obtain (5.22). D Lemma 12 . // i > 0, 0 < 5 < \ , and ||wfc(i)||i+1 < M2 for ik < t < (i + l)k, then \\uk(t)\\s+x < M4 on the same interval, where the constant M4 depends only on the domain Q, the operator 8, the constants v, s, T, M2, the functions f, u0, and the solution u of problem (1.1 )-( 1.4).
Proof. We apply Lemma 3 to the initial-boundary value problem (5.25) and obtain IK"* -uk)(t)\\s+l < c (||e(û* -ük)((i + i)k-0)|L, + x-\\(i-Q)(ü*-ük)((i+i)k-o)\\xy
It is known that ||w*ILi *s bounded, and by Lemma 9 we can estimate the right-hand side. The upper bound of \\(u* -uk)(t)\\s+x is given, and ||«*IL, is also bounded; thus the desired upper bound of ||w¿(0IL, follows. D
Proof of the Theorem
We assume that 1 < s < |. Let M0 -2max0</<7. ||(w(/)||, • We take m = 3 and determine the constant C, in Lemma 6; then we determine the constant We determine the constant C6 according to Lemma 11, and the constant M4 according to Lemma 12 , and reduce k0 , if necessary, such that (6.4) IKIl3<C5^/2-1. always holds for 0 < t < (j + l)k; by (6.5), \\ük(t)\\x < M0, \\uk(t)\\x < M0 on the same interval. By Lemmas 6 and 8, ||u^(0IL, < ^2 for 0 < t < (j + l)k .
Thus the induction is complete.
Applying Lemma 12, we obtain the upper bound of ||«¿WILi • D
Remark
If the Euler equation possesses global solutions, then the conclusion of the theorem is also true for k > k0; since there are at most 1 + [T/kQ] steps, the upper bounds in (1.14) and (1.15) are easily obtained.
A sufficient condition for global existence was given in [8, 11] , namely the initial value u0 and body force / should satisfy, in addition, VAw0 6 Ll(Q), VA/ e L (Í2x (0, T)). Under that restriction we can prove by induction global existence for problem (1.6)-(1.9), for any i. In fact, if tok(ik -0) e Ll , then cok(t) eL[(Q) for te [ik, (i+l)k) (see [11] ). For the operator 8 given in §2, (I-Q)uk((i+l)k-0) has compact support, so cok(ik) = -VA@ük{(i+ l)k-0) e L (Q), and cok satisfieŝ = vAtok -VA(7 -e)ük((i +l)k-0), a)\t=,k = 0)k('k)-Using the fundamental solution of the heat equation, it is easy to prove that cok(t)eL[(Q) for te [ik, (i + l)k).
